Recommended Safe2Tell tip school response protocols during COVID-19 closures:

Safe2Tell encourages school administrators, faculty and SRO’s to continue to follow their internal procedures pertaining to the investigation of and outcome for Safe2Tell tips.

We advise that although the circumstances for schools being closed now are unique, standard Safe2Tell response protocols should mimic those of what you normally follow during other prolonged school closures such as summer and winter breaks. This includes emailing or calling students and/or their parents for follow-up.

Please remember that Safe2Tell dispatchers respond to tips 24/7 and they DO verify that all tips are opened by appropriate school and/or LE officials to ensure that a response is being conducted.

Tip recipients should continue to review all tips and enter any information into P3 that may assist with early intervention response processes.

You can update your P3 contacts online at safe2tell.org.